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ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  SECOND QUARTER 2016

 

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING
 
Show:
Date
Time:
Duration:

Call Me Catholic
4/14/2016
1pm
60m

In Chatting with Catholics, host Peggy Normandin takes her 
microphone to a class of second graders at a Catholic grammar 
school in the diocese of Orange and asks them to describe how it felt 
to receive their First Reconciliation. She also interviews them on how 
they are preparing for their First Holy Communion next month.

Show:
Date
Time:
Duration:

EWTN Live
5/12/2016
8pm
60m

Fr. William Watson details how children are growing stronger in their 
Catholic Faith through The Sacred Story Youth Program. Hosted by 
Fr. Mitch Pacwa.

Show:
Date
Time:
Duration:

Vocation Boom!
6/4/2016
5pm
60m

Vocation Boom! Radio welcomes Fr. Gale Hammerschmidt to this 
Saturday's broadcast. From school teacher to priest, Fr. Gale is pastor 
of St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church in Junction City, Kansas. He is 
the founder of Prayer and Action missions, credited for bringing youth 
and young adults into a more active parish life and openness to a 
vocation to the priesthood.

Show:
Date
Time:
Duration:

Catholic Playlist
6/4/2016
7pm
60m

The Catholic Playlist show plays the best and very newest 
contemporary Christian music from Catholic artists only.  Geared 
towards youth and young adults, everyone will enjoy the hearing the 
joy of the Gospel through the power of music.

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS
  
Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Kresta in the Afternoon
4/26/2016
4pm
60m

Families have a critical role to play in healing the world - The 
glory of men and women is their capacity to love as God loves, 
and no better means exists to teach the meaning of love than 
the family. Greg Popcak joins us.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Kresta in the Afternoon
4/13/2016
5pm
60m

If you aren’t talking to your kids about sex, someone else is. 
And they messages they’re hearing from our hyper-sexualized 
culture are leading them away from God’s plan for marriage 
and sexuality. Coleen Kelly Mast has developed LoveEd, a 
program that goes beyond sex education and looks at the 
entire meaning of life. She joins us today.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Register Radio
5/7/2016
3pm
30m

It's graduation time. Who is setting the tone as Catholic grads 
are sent forth? Jeanette De Melo and reporter Joseph 
Pronechen discuss 2016 Catholic college commencement 
speakers. And Jeanette and reporter Peter Jesserer Smith 
look at how Catholic University is expanding it's business 
school.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration:

Catholic Cafe
5/7/2016
4pm
30m

A Little Help From Your Friends -- Parenting is definitely tough 
these days, especially if you want your kids to grow up 
Catholic. There are so many challenges to raising kids in a 
traditional, holy family. So, Deacon Jeff and Tom, themselves 
having 14 kids between their 2 families, offer their thoughts on 
the matter, and send some advice your way on the methods of 
modern Catholic parenting that have worked in their families.



Date: 4/3/2016

ISSUE:  HEALTH
 
Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

EWTN Bookmark
5/30/2016
9:30pm
30m

President of Belmont Abbey College and Sports Psychologist 
Dr. Bill Thierfelder reveals how to achieve mental, physical, 
and spiritual success when things seem their toughest in his 
new book, “Less Than a Minute to Go.” Hosted by Doug Keck.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Kresta in the Afternoon
4/21/2016
5pm
60m

The April 11, 2016 issue of TIME Magazine featured a 
surprising cover story entitled “Porn and the threat to virility.” 
The story is surprising not for the information it shares—it 
outlines the same dangers surrounding porn use that we’ve 
been talking about for years—but for the fact that these 
dangers are finally being considered seriously in the media. 
Having this important issue become a national conversation 
and be highlighted by a publication as renowned as TIME is a 
huge step forward for the movement. We talk to Dr. Peter 
Kleponis from IntegrityRestored which helps Catholic men 
break free from pornography addiction.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Women of Grace
5/17/2016
11am
60m

Do you know what may be behind women’s eating disorders? 
Did you know, before 1972, the contraceptive pill was allowed 
only for married couples? Hostess Johnnette Benkovic sits 
down with the executive director of “Priests for Life,” Janet 
Morana, also co-founder of the “Silent No More Awareness 
Campaign,” to talk about the exploitation of women through 
abortion and contraceptives. Why is it… with any other 
pharmaceutical product, you get warned about all the side-
effects, but not for contraceptives? We hear of so many recalls 
for defective products, but never has there been a recall for 
contraceptives—in spite of all the serious health problems they 
cause and even deaths. If your stomach is turning inside out, 
wait until you hear more details on the immense money 
industry being made on the backs of women. Johnnette and 
Janet talk about the hard effects of abortion and they explain 
why abortion is not an unforgivable sin. They provide help for 
women who have had an abortion. They address the hard 
causes of abortion, like rape and incest

 

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL 
 
Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration:

Kresta in the Afternoon
4/18/2016
5pm
60m

The Vatican’s alleged silence during the Nazi regime is one of 
the greatest controversies of the 20th century. History has 
dubbed Pius XII as “Hitler’s Pope,” accusing him of standing 
idly by or even of being complicit with the Holocaust. This 
accusation is far from the truth. While running the world’s 
largest Church, Pope Pius also oversaw a multi-tiered plot to 
overthrow Hitler. He tape-recorded meetings with top Nazis and 
skimmed from church charities to pay for covert operations. 
These plots inspired European unification and forged a US-
Vatican alliance that spanned the Cold War. Mark Riebling tells 
us how Pius waged this secret war against Hitler while never 
speaking overtly against him.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration:

Fr Spitzer’s Universe
4/6/2016
12pm
30m

Fr. Spitzer answers viewer questions on redemptive suffering, 
parallel universes, marriage to an atheist, saving hell-bound 
souls through prayer and sacrifice, temporal punishment, and 
more.



Date: 4/3/2016

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration:

EWTN Bookmark
5/1/2016
9:30pm
30m

Using knowledge of sacred scripture, Author James Akin cuts 
through the confusion about what is necessary for salvation in 
his new book, “The Drama of Salvation: How God Rescues You 
from Your Sins and Delivers You to Eternal Life.” Hosted by 
Doug Keck.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration:

Fr Spitzer’s Universe
5/4/2016
12pm
30m

Fr. Spitzer answers viewer questions on the theory of evolution 
and Catholicism; if all religions are okay; spiritual callings; pro-
science officials in the early church; happiness and proof of 
God’s existence; crediting healing to God, and more.

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST
 
Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Kresta in the Afternoon
5/19/2016
4pm
60m

From the end of World War II until the start of the 1980s, 
virtually no American soldiers were killed in action while serving 
in the Greater Middle East. Since 1990 virtually no American 
soldiers have been killed in action anywhere else. What caused 
this shift? Why does the US have almost nothing to show for 
the three decades it has spent fighting for the Middle East? 
We’ll talk about it with Andrew Bacevich.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Kresta in the Afternoon
4/13/2016
4pm
60m

Kathleen Durst, the ex-wife of New York real estate heir Robert 
Durst, was last seen in 1982. Her family has asked a judge to 
issue a death certificate and declare her legally dead so they 
again pursue a wrongful death lawsuit against her former 
husband. We’ll talk with Jeanine Pirro, who has spent 15 years 
investigating the case.

Show:         
Date
Time: 
Duration: 

Call Me Catholic
6/11/2016
1:00pm
60m

Catholic film critic Barbara Nicolosi will share her views on the 
best films to look forward to this summer. Also, she and Peggy 
will discuss popular themes in television and film right now and 
how to discern what’s got value before investing too much into 
it. In Chatting with Catholics, Peggy takes her microphone to a 
local Catholic youth group and asks them to name their favorite 
hero from the movies.


